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Feedback from Reading Quiz

Assume that struct student has been declared. Write one line
of code that sets variable s to a block of memory that can be used
to hold ten struct students.

I 1.
struct student *s = malloc(10*sizeof(struct student));

I 2. struct student *s=malloc(10);

I 3. struct student *s= (int*) malloc(10*sizeof(int));

I 4. struct student *s = malloc(s*10);

I 5. struct student *s = malloc(sizeof(10))

I 6. struct student *s = malloc(sizeof(student));



Finding a Segment

Given array a with n elements, write a function that prints a
segment of a whose elements add up to sum. If a contains no such
segment, print nothing. Assume that a includes at most one
segment that adds to sum.

void printSeg (int sum, int n, int a[n])

int sample[] = {3,7,5,3,8};

printSeg (12, 5, sample); // 7 5

printSeg (13, 5, sample); //print nothing



Occurrences in a String

Write a recursive function that returns the number of occurrences
of a character c in a string s.

int charCount(char *s, char c)

charCount ("Toronto", ’r’) //1

charCount ("Toronto", ’o’) //3



Sum of Cubes

The number 153 has the property that it is equal to the sum of the
cubes of its digits: 13 + 53 + 33 = 153. Write a program that
prints all positive three-digit integers that have this property.



Sum of Cubes: Ordering Code Fragments

(1) if (cubeSum == i)

(2) void sumCubes (void)

(3) int i, j, cubeSum, digit;

(4) for (i = 100; i <= 999; i++)

(5) cubeSum = cubeSum + (digit * digit * digit);

(6) printf ("%d\n", i);

(7) printf ("\n");

(8) cubeSum = 0;

(9) while (j > 0)

(10) j = j / 10;

(11) digit = j % 10;

(12) j = i;



Compressing a String

Write a function that prints a compressed version of a string by
replacing each run of n copies of character c with the substring nc.

void printCompressed (char *s)

printCompressed ("abbbbccdeeeeef") //1a4b2c1d5e1f

printCompressed ("aaAa") //2a1A1a



Distinct Elements

(Fall 2009, question 5) Write a function that returns the number
of distinct elements in sorted array a. a is sorted from smallest to
largest.

int numDistinct (int n, int a[n])

int sample[] = {2, 3, 3, 9, 12, 12, 12};

numDistinct (sample, 7); //4



Average Word Length

(Winter 2009, question 6) Write a function that returns the
average length of the words in string s. s has at least one word,
and each word in s is separated by one or more blanks.

int averageLength (char *s)

averageLength ("this is it") //2.666...


